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What’s in this unit?

1 Hello!Unit

Posted by Jimmy
Hi guys! Who is
your favourite
hero?

What’s in this unit?

Reading
 a)  Look at the characters in the
pictures. What do you know about
them? Are they good or bad?

        b)  Which of the sentences best
describes each of the characters?

        This character ...
       1   is a brilliant scientist.
       2   can become invisible.
       3   can jump.

        Listen, read and check.

1

1.7

Hi all, 
I’m Ryan and I’m from
Sydney, Australia. My
favourite hero is Green
Lantern. He is from planet
Oa. Green Lantern can read
people’s thoughts. He can
also become invisible.
That’s why he is my
favourite hero.

Hi, 
My name is Dan and I’m from London. My favourite comic
hero is Captain Britain. He is from Essex in England and his
real name is Brian Braddock. He is a brilliant scientist with
a PhD in Physics. He can see and hear things that other
people cannot. He is strong and he can fly very fast. He is
an amazing hero!

Joined: 10/8/11
Posts: 14Newbie

A

B

Offline

Offline
Newbie

Joined: 10/11/12
Posts: 3

▶  Topics &     Me and the others: personal 
Vocabulary: information, friends

The world around me: countries,
nationalities & languages, school
subjects 
Everyday life: favourite activities,
interests (books/mass media/social
networks)

▶  Grammar:    the verb to be, personal subject/
object pronouns, possessive
adjectives, interrogative pronouns,
nouns/plurals, can (ability),
punctuation – capital letters, word
order

▶  Reading:      forum entries
▶  Skills Work: Favourite activities
▶  Listening:    monologues, dialogues
▶  Speaking:    asking for/giving personal information
▶  Writing:       an informal email giving personal

information
▶  Language    use of English (text completion),

& Skills       listening (T/F/DS statements),
in Focus:     speaking (presenting myself and 
                  my friends)

▶  CLIL:           (Geography) The United Kingdom
▶  Culture:       The Union Jack
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Reading 1a

Writing
 Who’s your favourite superhero? Where is
he/she from? What can he/she do? Write your
entry for the forum.

8

Vocabulary
 Match the words in bold in the texts with their
synonyms.

• very clever  • child without parents  • unseen
• true

4

 Answer the questions.

       1   Where is each character from?
       2   What can each character do?

3

 Complete the table.6

Speaking

 Tell your partner three things you
remember from the texts.

5

 Use the table in Ex. 6 to present the
characters to the class.

        Captain Britain is from ... . He can ... .
Catwoman is from ... . She can ... .

7

 Read the texts (A-C) and the questions (1-3).
For each question choose the correct text. 

2

Which character ...
1 has no parents?
2 can disappear?
3 has two names?

Hello Everyone, 
I’m Nelly from Vancouver, Canada.
Catwoman is my favourite
hero. She is an orphan
from Gotham City, in
America. She can
change appearance
easily. She can also
climb, jump and run
very fast like a cat.
She is fantastic!

Check these words

• hero  • brilliant  • Physics  • see
• hear  • strong  • fly  • read thoughts
• become invisible  • orphan
• appearance  • climb  • jump  

Joined: 3/7/10Online
Posts: 120Senior

C

HERO WHERE FROM CAN

Captain Britain Essex, England see & hear things
that other people
cannot;
fly very fast

Green Lantern

Catwoman
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1b Vocabulary

A:  Where’s ................... from?
B:  He’s/She’s from ................... .

He’s/She’s ................... .

        b)  Complete the sentences
about you.

        I’m from ........................... . 
(COUNTRY)

        I’m ........................... .
(NATIONALITY)

        My language is ......................... .
(LANGUAGE)

Favourite Activities
 a)  Complete the sentences. Use: ride, use, do, dance, swim,
play (x3), fly, run, take.

4

 a)  Copy and complete the table.
Use: 

• France  • China  • Chile
• Portugal  • Slovenia  • Italy
• Argentina  • Mexico  • Canada
• Egypt  • Australia  • Poland
• Ireland

2

the UK

Japan

the USA

Russia

Greece

Turkey

Brazil

Poland

Egypt

Bulgaria

Spain

Thailand

American/English

Turkish/Turkish

British/English

Brazilian/Portuguese

Spanish/Spanish

Thai/Thai

Japanese/Japanese

Egyptian/Arabic

Bulgarian/Bulgarian

Russian/Russian

Greek/Greek

Polish/Polish

-(i)an -ish -ese other
Chinese French

        1   A: Where’s Kim from?
             B: She’s from China. She’s Chinese.

She can ...............
a horse.

He can ...............
fast.

They can
............... .

He can ............... a
musical instrument.

He can ............... 
a plane.

She can ...............
quite well.

He can ...............
basketball.

She can ...............
martial arts.

He can ...............
computer games.

They can ............... the Internet.She can ...............
photos.

 Act out dialogues, as in the example.3 SPEAKINGCountries,
Nationalities &
Languages
 a)  Match the countries to the
nationalities/languages.

1

        b) Listen and check. 
Listen and repeat.

1.8

Kim – China

Ahmet – Turkey

Olga – Russia

Carlos – Mexico

1

2

3

4
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1b

        b)  Find out what your partner can/can’t do.

        A:  Can you run fast?    B:  Yes, I can. etc

        c)  Now tell the class.

        Paul can run fast.

Write a short text about you, as in
the example. (40 words)

        Hi! I’m Lorna. I’m from the USA. I’m American.
I can ride a bike and swim. My favourite subjects
are Maths and Chemistry. Be my e-pal!

9 WRITING

a) Listen to John talking to his friend.
What can John do? Tick (✓).

       1   play an instrument ........
       2   use a computer ........
       3   ride a horse ........
       4   do martial arts ........
       5   play basketball ........

        b)  Tell the class.

        John can ........................................................
        John can’t ......................................................

1.9
5

Describing people’s character 
a)  Match the adjectives to the pictures.6

       1   hardworking
       2   clever  
       3   shy

       4   funny
       5   kind
       6   brave

        b)  What are you and your best friend like?
Complete the sentences. Tell the class.

        I am .............. and .............. . My best friend is
.............. and .............. .

B

C

D

E F

a) Listen to Tony talking about his timetable
for Monday and complete the gaps (1-4).

1.118

        b) Ask and answer.

        A:  Where’s the Chemistry lesson?
        B:  In Room R10.

SPEAKING

        b)  Complete the sentences.

        My favourite subjects are ............................... .
        My best friend’s favourite subjects are ........... .

8:30 – 9:25 Chemistry R10
9:30 – 10:25 1) .................................. R12
10:25 – 10:40 BREAK
10:40 – 11:35 2) .................................. R8
11:35 – 12:30 PE
12:30 – 1:30 LUNCH BREAK
1:30 – 2:30 3) .................................. R7
2:30 – 3:30 4) .................................. R5

Timetable

A

Can (ability)
Affirmative Negative

I/you/he/etc can
speak English.

I/you/he/etc can’t speak
English.

Interrogative Short answers
Can I/you/he/etc
speak English?

Yes, I/you/he/etc can.
No, I/you/he/etc can’t.

see p. GR2

English1 Maths2

Chemistry3

Geography8 Information &
Communications
Technology (ICT)

9

Physical
Education (PE)

6

History4
Art5

Physics7

School subjects
a) Listen and say.1.107
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1c Grammar in use

 
Read the table. Find examples in the joke.1

 
a)  Fill in: is, am, are.2

Hi! My name 1) ................... Anna and I 2) ...................
17 years old. I 3) ................... from Canada. My friend
is Laura. She 4) ................... from the USA. She
5) ................... 17 years old, too. We 6) ...................
students. Our favourite subjects 7) ................... ICT
and Maths. 

        b)  Correct the sentences.

       1   Anna is from the USA. Anna isn’t from the
USA. She’s from Canada.

       2   Anna and Laura are 18 years old. .............
.................................................................

       3   Anna and Laura are British. .......................
.................................................................

       4   Anna is a scientist. ...................................
.................................................................

       5   Their favourite subjects are History and
Geography. ................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................

 
Replace the words in bold with the correct
pronouns.

       1   Marta is Russian. She
       2   Look at Alex and Bill. Alex and Bill are 17.

................ ................
       3   Where are Dalia and Ahmed from? ............
       4   Mark and I are from Ireland. ............
       5   Look at Rosa. Rosa is from Spain. ............

............

5

 
Choose the correct item.

       1   I/My name’s Tonia. I/Me am a student.
       2   This is Jo and Dan. Look at they/them.
       3   Bill’s from the USA. He/His sister is 18.
       4   This is Mary. Look at she/her.
       5   Peter and Steve are 17. They/Their are

our/us friends.

6

 
Read the theory. Find examples in the joke.4

The verb to be (affirmative/negative)

see p. GR1

Billy, your marks 
aren’t as good as last
term. Why’s that?

Why is it the
teacher’s fault?

Well, it isn’t my
fault. It’s the
teacher’s fault.

I’m not
at the same desk as

Smart Alec anymore. He’s
in the front row.

Personal subject/object pronouns –
Possessive adjectives

Subject
pronouns I you he/she/it we you they

Object
pronouns me you him/her/it us you them

Possessive
adjectives my your his/her/its our your their

see p. GR1

 
Make as many sentences as possible.3

Peter & Anna
Bill

John & I
We
Sally

is
are

from the UK.
friends.
British.

16 years old.
a student.

14

Friends

Affirmative
I am (I’m) British.
You are (You’re) British.
He is (He’s) British.
She is (She’s) British.
It is (It’s) British.
We are (We’re) British.
You are (You’re) British.
They are (They’re) British.

Negative
I am not (I’m not) British.
You are not (You aren’t) British.
He is not (He isn’t) British.
She is not (She isn’t) British.
It is not (It isn’t) British.
We are not (We aren’t) British.
You are not (Your aren’t) British.
They are not (They aren’t) British.
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1c

 
Read the table. Find an example in the joke.7

       1   Mario/Brazil?
             A: Is Mario from

Brazil?
             B: Yes, he is.
       2   Olga/Russia?

       3   Mary & Jane/
17?

       4   Mario/16?
       5   Mary & Jane/

American?

 
In pairs, ask and answer questions.9 SPEAKING

 
Complete the questions. Answer them.

       1   Is Peter from the USA? Yes, he is.
       2   ....... you from Russia? No, I ....... .
       3   ....... they Italian? Yes, they ....... .
       4   ....... she 19 years old? No, she ....... .
        5   ....... Maths your favourite subject? No, it ....... .

8

The verb to be (interrogative)
Interrogative Short answers

Am I Russian?
Are you Russian?
Is he Russian?
Is she Russian?
Is it Russian?
Are we Russian?
Are you Russian?
Are they Russian?

Yes, I am./No, I’m not. 
Yes, you are./No, you aren’t. 
Yes, he is./No, he isn’t. 
Yes, she is./No, she isn’t. 
Yes, it is./No, it isn’t. 
Yes, we are./No, we aren’t. 
Yes, you are./No, you aren’t. 
Yes, they are./No, they aren’t.

see p. GR1

Interrogative pronouns

see pp. GR1–GR2

Who: asks about a person – Who’s he? Andy.
What: asks about a thing – What’s this? It’s a book.
Where: asks about a place – Where’s Ann from?
Italy.
Which: asks about choice – Which is your
favourite colour? Red or blue? Red.
Whose: asks about possession – Whose bag is
this? Jane’s.
How old: asks about age – How old are you? 17.
When: asks about time/date – When’s your
birthday? In May./On 10th May.

Nouns/Plurals

Nouns give names to people, things and places. In
English we do not usually mark nouns according
to gender (child, box). We use pronouns and
possessive determiners to show gender (He is
Bulgarian. His friend is British.). Some nouns can
have male and female forms (man, woman). 
Common nouns name people, places or things
that are not specific (boy, ocean, box).
Proper nouns name specific people, places or
things. They start with a capital letter (Tony,
Bulgaria, Pacific Ocean).
Forming plurals
• noun + -s: one friend – two friends
• -s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x, -o + -es: 
  bus – buses, class – classes, brush – brushes,
  watch – watches, fox – foxes, tomato – tomatoes
• Nouns ending in -o that come from other
languages or are the short form of a word take only
-s: piano – pianos, photo – photos (photograph)

• vowel + -y + -s: boy – boys
• consonant + -y→ -ies: baby – babies
• some nouns ending in -f/-fe→ -ves: 
  leaf – leaves, knife – knives
• irregular plurals: man – men, woman – women, child –

children, foot – feet, tooth – teeth, goose – geese,
mouse – mice, sheep – sheep, person – people

 
Read the theory, then complete the questions.

       1   ...........’s he? John.
       2   ...........’s he from? Australia.
       3   ........... is she? 22.
       4   ........... is your favourite subject? Maths or

Geography?
       5   ........... is this car? John’s.
       6   ...........’s this? It’s a pen.

10

       A   Olga - Russia (19)
       B   Mary & Jane - the USA (18)
       C   Mario - Brazil (17)

We use rising intonation in Yes/No questions.

see p. GR2

 
Read the theory. Write the plurals.

       1   one man – two ................................
       2   one flag – two ................................
       3   one watch – three ..............................
       4   one box – two ................................
       5   one brush – two ................................
       6   one tomato – three .............................
       7   one lady – two ................................
       8   one studio – two ................................
       9   one shelf – two ................................
     10   one child – two ................................

11
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1d Skills Work – Interests

Favourite activities

Hello Ben! I can read books for hours! But not history or mystery novels. My favourite kind of
books are fantasy books, like the Harry Potter or The Lord of the Rings series. They’re full of magic,
action and interesting characters.

Posted by: Pedro, Madrid

Hi! Books aren’t really my thing. It’s newspapers and magazines for me. I can read the daily paper
online on the bus on my way to school and learn the news of the world or read the sports page.
Also, I can enjoy my favourite magazine at the weekend. It’s very relaxing!

Posted by: Megan, Dublin

Hey bloggers! Books and newspapers are fine, but I’m a social networks person! I can post my
pictures from my holidays on my profile and I can chat with my friends online. What can I say? The
social media are fun!

Posted by: Tim, New York

Hi there! Like Stella, I just can’t put a good fantasy book down! That’s why my nickname is ‘the
bookworm’! I can’t read during the week because of my busy schedule but I can read lots of books
over the weekend. For me, it’s not fantasy, though. My fiction of choice is adventure fiction.

Hello everyone! I’m not a big fan of books or the social media. I’m a very active
person so what I’m really interested in are sports. I can play basketball, football and
tennis. I’m just crazy about sports!

Check these wordsReading
 Think of different types of

books and make a list. Which
of these are in the text? Listen
and read to find out.

1 1.12
• comment  • mystery novel  • series  • action  • character
• not really my thing  • online  • relaxing  • social network
• post  • profile  • chat  • social media  • nickname  • busy
schedule  • fiction  • choice  • fan  • active  • be crazy about sth

Hi everyone! What’s your favourite activity? Leave a
comment and tell me about your interests!

Posted by: Stella, Plovdiv

Posted by: Keith, Sydney

Ben’s blog
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1d

Vocabulary
 a)  Put the underlined words/phrases in the
text under the correct headings. What are
these words/phrases in Bulgarian? Add two
more words/phrases under each heading.

3

        b)  Use four of the words/phrases from Ex. 3a
in sentences of your own.

Speaking
 In pairs, ask and answer Yes/No questions
based on the text.

        A:  Is Stella from Plovdiv?
        B:  Yes, she is.

5

Listening

 Which of the people in the text have got the
same interests as you? Tell the class.

6

 Fill in: novels, schedule, put, relaxing, online,
choice, crazy.

       1   Mina can’t read the newspaper every day
because of her busy ……………………… .

       2   This is a really great book, I just can’t …..……
it down!

        3   Helen can’t talk to her friends …….……………
because there is a problem with her computer.

       4   The British writer Agatha Christie is famous for
her mystery ………………………. .

       5   Anita is …………………… about fantasy books,
especially The Lord of the Rings series.

       6   For me, reading my favourite book in my free
time is very ………………………. .

       7   Laura’s magazines of ………………… are style
and fashion magazines.

4

Writing

 Write your comment for Ben’s blog. Write
about your interests and favourite activities as
well as what you can/can’t do. (30-40 words)

8

Listen to David telling his sister about his
friends’ favourite activities. Match the people
to the activity.

1.13
7

FAVOURITE ACTIVITIES
 A   basketball
 B   tennis
 C   football
 D   swimming
 E   running

PEOPLE
John
Patrick
Terry
Paul

1
2
3
4

Multiple matching
Read the rubric and the lists of words. Think of words
related to each activity. While you listen, try not to get
distracted as all the options will be mentioned.

 Read the text and complete the sentences.

       1   Stella’s favourite books are .........................
................................................................. .

       2   At the weekend, Pedro can .........................
................................................................. .

       3   Megan can use the Internet to show people 
................................................................. .

       4   Tim can’t read on weekdays because of ......
................................................................. .

       5   Keith isn’t interested in ...............................
................................................................. .

2

Books Mass media Social networks
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1e Listening skills

 You are going to listen to two
people talking about favourite
subjects. 

        Listen and match the
people to the subjects.

3

1.14

SUBJECTS
 A   English
 B   Maths
 C   Chemistry
 D   History
 E   Geography

PEOPLE
Andy
Sue
Jeff
Ania

1
2
3
4

SUBJECTS
 A   Maths 
 B   Chemistry

PEOPLE
Sandra
Jane

1
2

        b) Do the listening task.1.15

Preparing for the task

 Read the extract. Match the
people to the subjects.

Laura: So, what’s your favourite
subject, Sandra? Maths?
Sandra: Maths is OK, but I’m very good
at Chemistry. I like it a lot. Jane likes
Maths. She’s really good with numbers.

2

 a)  Read the rubric, then read questions 1-5. What can you
see in each picture?

        

       1   What is Alan good at?

You are going to hear five short recordings. For questions 1-
5, choose the answer which matches what you hear by
circling the appropriate letter (A, B or C).

5

Multiple choiceMultiple matching
 Match the sentences (a-b) to the
ones that have the same or
similar meaning (1-6).

        a   I can’t stand tennis.
        b   Tennis is great.

I’m good at tennis.
Tennis is boring.
My favourite sport is tennis.
I don’t like tennis.
I prefer tennis.
I like tennis.

1

1
2
3
4
5
6

 Use these adjectives: interesting,
boring, difficult,
easy to talk
about various
subjects.

        Maths is
interesting.

4
Note

\s\ \z\ \Iz\ \s\ \z\ \Iz\
boxes horses
balls photos
desks lessons
boys pens

Multiple choice
Read the rubric, then read the questions and look at the possible answers.
Underline the key words. If there are pictures, think of vocabulary related
to them. Listen carefully and choose the option that best answers each
question.

Subjects ending
in -s take a verb
in the singular.

       2   Which is Kate’s favourite subject?

       3   Which room is the music lesson in?

       4   What can Kim do well?

       5   Where’s Tony from?
            A   Australia             B   the USA              C   the UK

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

Pronunciation: -(e)s ending (plural) /s/ /z/ /Iz/

Listen and tick (✓). Listen and check. Are there similar
sounds in Bulgarian?

1.166
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 Mark: Hello, how can I help you?

   Jeff: I’d like to join the reading club.

 Mark: Sure. 1) ..............................................

   Jeff: Jeff. Jeff Brighton.

 Mark: Right. 2) .............................................

   Jeff: J-E-double F, B-R-I-G-H-T-O-N

 Mark: 3) .......................................................

   Jeff: 3rd November, 1999, London.

 Mark: 4) .......................................................

   Jeff: I’m 18.
 Mark: OK. 5) .................................................

   Jeff: I’m British.

 Mark: 6) .......................................................

   Jeff: London.
 Mark: 7) .......................................................

   Jeff: 32 King Street.

 Mark: Right. 8) .............................................

   Jeff: 2WS 72Z
 Mark: Thank you. 9) ......................................

   Jeff: 209-7736

 Mark: Thanks. Here’s your card.

   Jeff: Thank you very much. Goodbye.

Everyday English
Asking for/Giving personal information

 Read the first and the last exchange. What is the
dialogue about? Read through to find out.

1

 a)  Use the questions (A-I) to complete the
dialogue. Who is the person in the picture?

2

        b) Listen and check. Then fill in the form.
1.17

 In pairs, take roles and read the dialogue aloud. 3
 Work in pairs. You want to join a chess club.
Act out a dialogue similar to the one in Ex. 2.

4

Asking questions
 Work in pairs.
Student A: Look at Card B.
Student B: Look at Card A and ask Student A
questions.
Student A: Answer the questions.

5

 A   What is the postcode? B   How do you spell it? C   What is your place of residence? D   What is your date and place of birth? E   What is your phone number? F   How old are you? G   What is your name? H   What is your nationality?  I    What is your address?

Card A

•   what/last name?
•   age?
•   place of residence?
•   address?
•   phone number?

Card B

1fSpeaking skills

19

READING CLUB
REGISTRATION FORM

Name: ...................................................................
Sex: Male            Female  
Date & place of birth: ............................................
Age: .......................................................................
Nationality: ............................................................
Place of residence: ................................................
Address & postcode: .............................................
Phone number: .....................................................

Trevor’s profileFirst name: TrevorLast name: MillesAge: 17
Place of residence:Chicago

Address: 12 Oak StreetTelephone: 964-2284
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1g Writing

Model analysis
 Read the email and fill in the gaps with the
correct word. Then complete the form. 

2

Word order

 Put the words in the correct order.

       1   is/Peter/clever – Peter is clever.
       2   my favourite/are/subjects/History and

English – ...................................................
       3   Sue/18 years old/is 

.................................................................
       4   is/karate/sport/her favourite

.................................................................
       5   shy/John/is – ...........................................

3

 Correct the sentences.

       1   Her sport favourite is hockey.
.................................................................

       2   Rosa is clever a girl. ..................................
       3   He is old 19 years. ....................................
       4   Maths is my subject favourite.

.................................................................
       5   Tom funny is. .............................................

4

 Rewrite the sentences using capital letters
where necessary.

       1   susan is 16. her favourite subject is
geography. ................................................
.................................................................

       2   peter and laura are from london in england. 
.................................................................

       3   he is paul and she is anna. .......................
.................................................................

       4   i am argentinian. .......................................
       5   my favourite day is saturday and my

favourite month is january. ........................
.................................................................

       6   egypt is in africa. ......................................

5

Rubric analysis
 Read the rubric. Use the underlined words to
complete the sentences.

       1   You are going to write … 
       2   It is for …
       3   It must contain …

1

Write an email to your new English e-friend
(50-60 words). In your email include this
information:
• name
• country you are from & age
• name of your school & your favourite subjects
• sports you can/can’t do

Name Matias

Surname

Country

Age

School name

Favourite subjects

Favourite sports

In English, the subject (noun, pronoun) is always
before the verb. Peter is from London. He is a
student. Adjectives go before the noun (Tennis is
my favourite sport.), but after the verb to be
(Tennis is easy.).

In English we use capital letters when we start a
new sentence (He’s 17.) and for: names (Tony),
subjects (History), the personal pronoun I (I’m
Tony.), days of the week (Monday), months
(August), names of cities (Sofia), countries
(Bulgaria), nationalities (He’s Bulgarian.),
languages (English) and continents (Asia).

From: Matias
To: John
Subject: Hi!

Capital letters
Hi John,
My name’s Matias and I’m 17
years old. I’m 1) ...........
Argentina.
I’m a student 2) ............. Columbia School. My favourite
subjects 3) ............ Chemistry and Maths. I’m good
4) ............. sports, too. I can play basketball and football
very 5) ............., but I can’t row fast. 
What about you? 6) ............. you interested 7) .............
sports?
Please write soon.
Matias Perez

An informal email giving personal information
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1g

When you finish writing your email,
check for the following:
•   grammar mistakes
•   use of capital letters
•   word order in sentences
•   use of linkers
•   clear paragraphs
•   appropriate opening/closing

remarks

Checklist

 Link the sentences. Use and or but.

       1   John can play football. He can swim quite well.
.........................................................................................

       2   He can use a computer. He can’t paint.
.........................................................................................

       3   She can do judo. She can play hockey.
.........................................................................................

       4   I can run very fast. I can’t ride a horse.
.........................................................................................

6

 Read the rubric. Use your answers in Ex. 7 to write your email
(50-60 words). Use the language in the Useful Language
box. Follow the plan.

8

Write an email to your English e-friend, (50-60 words). In your
email write:
• your name & age
• where you are from
• the name of your school & which your favourite subjects are
• which sports you can/can’t do/play

Writing
 Answer the questions about you, then complete a form
similar to the one in Ex. 2.

       1   What’s your name?
.......................................................................................

       2   How old are you?
.......................................................................................

       3   Where are you from?
.......................................................................................

       4   Are you a student? What is the name of your school?
.......................................................................................

       5   Which are your favourite subjects?
.......................................................................................

       6   Which sports can you do/play?
.......................................................................................

       7   Which sports can’t you do/play?
.......................................................................................

7

Linkers and/but

•   We use and to link two or more similar ideas. I can play
tennis and do martial arts.

•   We use but to contrast two ideas. I can play tennis, but I
can’t do karate.

    Note:We usually put a comma before but when it
introduces the second sentence in a period.

Useful Language

Opening remarks
• Hi!  • Hello!
Personal information
• My name’s ...  • I’m ... years old.  
• I’m from ... in ...  
School, Favourite subjects, Sports
• I’m a student at ...
• My favourite subjects are ...  
• I can ... , but I can’t ...
Closing remarks
• Write back soon.  • Write back.  
• Please write back.

Hi ...,
My name’s … . I’m … old. I’m from …
in … .
I’m … . My favourite subjects are … .
I can … , but I can’t … . 
What about you? … 
Write back soon.
(your full name)

Hi (friend’s first name),
(Para 1)     name, age, where from
(Para 2)     school name, favourite subjects/
                 sports you can/can’t do/play
(Para 3)     ask e-friend about his/her
                 favourite subjects/sports
                 he/she can/can’t do/play;
                 closing remarks
sign off
(your full name)
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You are going to hear a dialogue about
friends. Listen and mark the sentences (1-4)
as T (true), F (false) or DS (doesn't say).

       1   Ben is from England.                         ........
       2   Sally can't speak French.                   ........
       3   James can do martial arts.                 ........
       4   Lucy is Sally's best friend.                  ........

1.186

 Read the paragraph and mark the sentences
above as T (true), F (false) or DS (doesn’t say). 

5

Bulgarian parents
a lot of languages fast

       1   Ivan is from Bulgaria. ..................................
       2   Ivan is very quick. .......................................
       3   Ivan can speak German, Spanish and

English. ......................................................
       4   Ivan’s mum and dad can speak English. 

...................................................................

My friend Ivan is a great person. He is

Bulgarian. Ivan can’t run very fast. He can

speak three languages, German, Spanish

and English. His parents can also speak two

languages. He’s great! 

T/F/DS statements
Read the sentences and underline the key words.
Sometimes, these key words are rephrased in the
recording. Think of other words with the same meaning
as the underlined words/phrases. This will help you do
the task. 

My friend – Use of English

Preparing for the task

 a)  Read the gapped sentence. What part of
speech is the missing word: verb? noun?
adjective?

      Maria is a very ….. girl. Her jokes are great! 
 A   brave             B shy                   C   funny

1

Text completion

My friends – Listening

Preparing for the task

 
Read the sentences (1-4) below. Then replace
the underlined words/phrases with
appropriate words/phrases from the list. 

T/F/DS statements

4

        b)  Look at the dictionary entries. Which word
completes the sentence above correctly?

shy (adj) = not sure
about yourself

brave (adj) = not afraid,
courageous

funny (adj) = making
you laugh

Text completion
Read the whole text first to get an idea of its content. When
choosing the correct answer, pay close attention to the words
before and after each gap. They will help you do the task.

 Read the text and choose the correct answer
(A, B or C). 

2

 1   A age B   birth            C old
 2   A champion B   student        C coach
 3   A Education B   Information
      C Communication
 4   A do B   use              C play
 5   A player B   boxer           C runner
 6   A surname B   postcode     C nickname

Hi! My name is Iliya. Let me tell you about my friend,
Penka. She’s 14 years 1) ....... and she’s a 2) ....... at my
school. Her favourite subjects are Geography and Physical
3) ....... . Penka is very good at sports. She can 4) .......
basketball and she can also swim quite well. She’s a
great football 5) ....... too. Penka’s 6) ....... is “The Joker”
because she’s a very funny girl! Write about your friend!

Iliya’s Blog – My friend

 Write a blog entry about your friend. 
(50-60 words). 

3

1 Language & Skills in Focus
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Use the information from the spidergrams in
Ex. 7 to prepare a short talk presenting
yourself and your friends. Use the plan and
phrases below to organise your talk. Present
yourself and your friends to the class.

8

Character
I’m ... , but I’m also ... . My friends say that I’m
very ... .

Abilities/Sports
I can ... and I can also ... quite well.

School
I am a student at ... (name of school). My
favourite subject(s) is/are ... . 

➡
➡

➡
Basic information
My name is ... and I’m ... (age). I’m ...
(nationality) and I am from ... (hometown).

Presenting myself and my
friends – Speaking

Preparing for the task

 
Complete the spidergram about you. Then
complete similar spidergrams about two of
your friends.

A short talk

7

CHARACTER
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................

HOMETOWN
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................ABILITIES/

SPORTS
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................

SCHOOL/
SCHOOL SUBJECTS
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................

NATIONALITY
Bulgarian

.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

23

1Language & Skills in Focus

Friends
... (friend’s name) and ... (friend’s name) are my
friends. They’re ... (nationality) . ... is from ... is
from ... (too). ... (friend’s name) is ... and ...
(character). He/She can ... , but he/she can’t ... .
... favourite subject is ... . ... (friend’s name) is ...
and ... (character). He/She can ... , but he/she
can’t ... . ... favourite subject is ... .

➡

Paul and Beata are my friends. They’re 14 years 1) ........................................................... , like me. Paul is
2) ..................................... the UK. He is hardworking and clever. He can swim quite well and he can
3) ..................................... martial arts. 4) Him/His favourite subjects are Geography and Physical
5) ....................................... . Beata 6) ..................................... (not/be) English, she’s 7) .....................................
(Poland). She’s funny and kind. She can play a musical instrument, but she 8) ..................................... dance.
Her favourite subjects are History and Art. My friends are great.

Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets, choose the correct word or fill in the gap with one
word.

My Friends

ALL 
ABOUT

ME!

(Unit 1)
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This is a map of the UK. The UK
includes: England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
London is the capital city of the
UK and England. English is the
official language.

The United Kingdom

This is Northern
Ireland. Its

capital city is
Belfast. Its

official
languages are
English and

Irish.

This is
Scotland. Its
capital city is
Edinburgh. Its

official
languages are
English and

Scottish Gaelic.

This is Wales. Its
capital city is

Cardiff. Its
official languages
are English and

Welsh.

This is
England.Its

capital city is
London. Its

official
language is

English.

England

Wales

Scotland

Northern
Ireland

Speaking 
 Complete the table. 
 Then present the UK to the class.

3

Country Capital city Official language

England

Writing 
 Draw a map of Bulgaria. Write a short fact file about it. On
the map include the capital city and other cities. Present it
to the class. (30 words)

4

• include  • capital city
• official language

Check these words

 a   Scottish
 b   Welsh
  c   British
 d   Northern

Irish
 e   English

the UK
England
Northern
Ireland
Scotland
Wales

1
2
3

4
5

 Read the text and match the
countries to the nationalities. 

2

CLIL

1 Geography

Listening & Reading
 What country can you see on the
map? What is its capital city?
What other countries does it
consist of?

        Listen and read to 
find out.

1

1.19
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Culture & English in Use 1

Culture Spot

Listening & Reading
 How many flags are there in the Union Jack?

Listen and read to find out.
1

1.20

The Union Jack or Union Flag, is the national flag of the
United Kingdom. The flag of England, a red cross on a
white background or St George’s Cross, the flag of
Scotland, a white diagonal cross on a blue background or
St Andrew’s Cross, and the flag of Northern Ireland, a red
diagonal cross, or St Patrick’s Cross are together. Wales
is part of the UK, but this flag is not on the Union Jack.

The Union Jack

Speaking and Writing
 Describe the Union Flag to the class.2
 Write a similar
text about the flag of Bulgaria. Present
it to the class.

3 PRESENTATION SKILLS

Vocabulary
 Choose the correct item.

 1   The capital ..... of Wales is Cardiff.
      A country B   language   C   city

 2   Sally is very ..... and can play lots of sports.
      A active B   relaxing     C   action

 3   The superhero Green Lantern can ..... people’s
thoughts.

      A see B   read          C   take

 4   Catwoman is my favourite ..... hero.
      A comic B   character   C   official

 5   Fred can’t ..... a horse.
      A play B   fly             C   ride

 6   James is my ..... friend.
      A British B   UK            C   England

 7   Claire’s favourite subject is ..... .
      A Physic B   Physical    C   Physics

 8   Kim is a big ..... of fantasy novels.
      A scientist B   interest     C   fan

 9   Can you do martial ..... ?
      A arts B   sports       C   instruments

10   You can post photos on your ..... media profile.
      A busy B   social        C   fiction

11   Nick can speak ..... .
      A Portuguese B   Brazilian    C   Portugal

12   Green Lantern can become ..... and people can’t
see him.

      A brave B   invisible    C   hardworking 

1

English in Use

Grammar
 Choose the correct item.

 1   ..... use the Internet?
      A You can B   Can you    C   Can

 2   My friend’s first name is Maria and ..... last name
is Smith.

      A she B   his            C   her

 3   ..... open your books, please.
      A Don’t B   You not     C   Not

 4   This is ..... yellow umbrella.
      A me B   an            C   a

 5   “..... cat is this?” “It’s Adam’s.”
      A Who’s B   Whose      C   What’s

 6   Lucy ..... from the USA. She’s British.
      A aren’t B   is              C   isn’t

 7   The ..... are happy.
      A child B   childs        C   children

 8   “..... is this?” “It’s an MP3 player.”
      A What B   Where       C   Which 

 9   “Is Vince from Bulgaria?” “No, ..... .”
      A he isn’t B   it isn’t       C   I’m not

10   This is Nick and this is Bob. Look at ..... .
      A him B   they          C   them

11   “How are you?” “..... fine, thanks!”
      A You’re B   I’m            C   Am 

12   The ..... are good friends.
      A boy B   boies        C   boys

2
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1 Progress Check

 Match the adjectives to the pictures.

       1   hardworking
       2   clever  
       3   shy
       4   funny
       5   brave

3

Vocabulary
 Write the nationalities.

       1   Russia – ...................................................
       2   Portugal – .................................................
       3   Mexico – ...................................................
       4   the UK – ...................................................
       5   the USA – .................................................

1

 Choose the correct word.

       1   They can play/run basketball.
       2   She can do/take photos.
       3   He can use/ride the Internet.
       4   She can do/play martial arts.
       5   He can use/play a musical instrument.

2
 (5x2=10)

 (5x1=5)

 (5x1=5)

A

B
C

D

E

Grammar
 Choose the correct word.

       1   She/Her is from China. She/Her name is Lyn.
       2   We/Us are 17 years old. How old are

they/them? 
       3   History is me/my favourite subject. I/Me am

good at it.
        4   I know they/them. They/Them are in my class.
       5   That’s not you/your glass. It’s his/him glass.

5

 Complete with: is, are. Then, answer the
questions.

       1   ......... you in class C? No, ....................... .

       2   ......... her name Carol? No, ..................... .

       3   ......... you teachers? No, ......................... .
       4   ......... Ted and Mary from Russia?
            No, ......................................................... .

       5   ......... Steve an orphan? No, ................... .

6

 (5x2=10)

Everyday English 
 Match the two columns.4

 (5x2=10)

 A   I’m 16.
 B   44 Bell Road.
 C   It’s ZWS 722.
 D   B-E-double L. 
 E   I’m from

London 
in the UK.

What’s the postcode?
How do you spell it?
Where are you from?
What’s your address?
How old are you?

1
2
3
4
5

 (5x2=10)

 Put the words in the correct order to make
sentences.

       1   ride/a horse/he/can?
            .................................................................
       2   can/do/martial arts/she
            .................................................................
       3   can’t/he/a computer/use
            .................................................................
       4   basketball/play/can/you?
            .................................................................
       5   fly/I/a plane/can’t
            .................................................................

7

 (10x1=10)

 Rewrite in the plural, as in the example.

       1   It’s a book. They are books.
       2   It’s a brush. ..............................................
       3   It’s a leaf. .................................................
       4   It’s a baby. ................................................
       5   It’s a tomato. ............................................
       6   It’s a bus. .................................................
       7   It’s a mouse. .............................................
       8   It’s a photo. ..............................................
       9   It’s a glass. ...............................................
     10   It’s a box. ..................................................

8

 (5x1=5)

 Complete with who, what, where, how old.

       1   “..................... are you from?” “Greece.”
       2   “.....................’s your name?” “George.”
       3   “..................... are you?” “18.”
       4   “..................... is she?” “Nelly.”
       5   “.................’s Nelly from?” “Vancouver.”

9

 (5x1=5)
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1Progress Check

Batman, of course! His real name is Bruce Wayne and
he’s a rich businessman from Gotham City, in the USA.
He’s very strong and clever and he can do martial arts.
Another cool thing about him is his super-fast car, the
Batmobile. Batman is simply brilliant!

Nick_2003: 7:03 pm

Reading
 Read the text and mark the sentences as
T (true), F (false) or DS (doesn’t say).

10

       1   Lenny’s favourite superhero is Superman. .......
       2   Batman is American.                            .......
       3   ‘Batmobile’ is Bruce Wayne’s nickname.  .......
       4   Superman is not from our planet.          .......
       5   Superman’s last name is Kal-El.            .......

Lenny’s Blog

Hi guys! Today’s topic is the world’s favourite
superheroes. Are you a Superman or a Batman fan?

Batman is fantastic but he can’t fly, he can’t travel to
other planets and he can’t run very fast, like
Superman. This superhero from planet Krypton is also
very clever and strong. Kal-El, the superhero’s real
name, can hear and see things that other people can’t.
He’s amazing!
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Listening

Listen to Adam and Pete talking about
favourite activities. Match the people to the
activities.
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ACTIVITIES
 A   taking photos
 B   playing basketball
 C   running
 D   surfing the Net
 E   swimming
 F   playing the guitar

PEOPLE
Pete
Lisa
Adam
Ella
Eric 
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Writing
 Read the rubric, then write your email.12

Write an email to your English pen-friend 
(50-60 words) about you. In your email write:
• your name and age
• where you are from
• your favourite school subject
• what sports you can/can’t do

 (10 marks)
Total: 100

• listen for specific
information (multiple
choice)

• listen to a dialogue about
friends (T/F/DS
statements)

Speaking Competence
• ask & answer Yes/No
questions

• ask for & give personal
information

• present myself & my
friends

Writing Competence
• write a short text about me/
my friends  

• fill in a form
• write an informal email
giving personal information

• use capital letters  
• link ideas

Content & Language
Integrated Learning
Geography: The United
Kingdom
Culture: The Union Jack

Reading Competence
• understand specific details in
a text related to people and
their favourite superheroes

• do a multiple matching task
• answer comprehension
questions

• complete sentences
• do a multiple choice task
Listening Competence
• listen for specific
information (multiple
matching)

Lexical Competence
Talk about:
• personal information
(name, age, date &
place of birth,
nationality, place of
residence)  • friends  

• countries, nationalities
& languages

• school subjects
• interests (books/mass
media/social networks)

• favourite activities

Now I can ...

Competences GOOD ✓ VERY GOOD ✓✓ EXCELLENT ✓✓✓
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